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Our team brings together experts across technology, psychology, and ancient wisdom. 
our team is expertise includes software development and data science, with specialties

in LLMs, semantic search, and knowledge graphs.



Problem
Too often, people lack
self-awareness about
their behavioral patterns
and don't have effective
tools to foster personal
growth.

Jason: I wish I understood
why I keep repeating the
same mistakes

Alex: Me too – I want to
break these cycles but

don't know how



Solution

Our app offers a
personalized guide based
on your birthdate,
location and time -
harnessing the wisdom of
astrology, I-Ching,
psychology and
epigenetics. It provides
Personality guide which
aligned to cosmic cycles
to develop healthy habits.



TECHNOLOGIES

TruLens Triad metrics ensure LLM guidance is relevant and
grounded

Multimodal LLM (Gemini) for generating personality
from the GNN

Vector Database for RAG

LlamaIndex

Graph neural networks to model personality based on
birth info



Graph Neural Network



TrueLens Evaluation



Market Overview

Market Growth Rate
16.1%

Market Size by 2028
$21.7 Billion 

Growth for 2023
$10.9 Billion 



The Personality and self-help app market
is booming, with billions of dollars spent
on tools for mental wellbeing. This trend
is driven by growing awareness, reduced
stigma, and the convenience of mobile
resources. Our app's unique blend of
ancient wisdom, psychology, and AI could
stand out in this competitive space by
offering personalized guidance. 

Market Size



Next Steps

Build MVP focused on Personality
awareness and daily motivational
messages
Integrating with Dating and Motivational
apps
Test and refine the GNN and LLMs' ability
to tailor guidance to individuals over
30/60/90 days
Expand to include journaling features
and user community



Thank You


